Entrepreneur of the Month

Alumni
Haley Lamm
Stormees

About
What started as a graphic tee shop on Etsy with only 3 designs, has now expanded into a full online women’s clothing boutique. In addition to 30 original graphic tees, we also sell dresses, tops, shoes, accessories, and more! We are most known for our holiday graphic tees!

When did you start your business?
I decided to start the summer going into my junior year of college. I figured it was the perfect time to start establishing something I could carry on after college.

Degree
Management, Small Business Management & Entrepreneurship

Hometown
Raleigh, NC

Favorite Quote
“The energy you’ll expend focusing on someone else’s life is better spent working on your own. Just be your own idol.” — Sophia Amoruso

Contact Information
www.stormees.com
stormeesapparel@gmail.com
@shopstormees

Student
Paul Safrit
Safrit Solar, LLC

About
Manufactures portable solar systems including custom jobs. Also, helps a community driven ecosystem fight against climate change with our Greennergy Tips and motto of Clean Synergy.

When did you start your business?

Major
Management, Entrepreneurship

Hometown
Raleigh, NC

Favorite Quote
"Continuous effort—not strength or intelligence— is the key to unlocking our potential.”—Winston Churchill

Contact Information
www.safritsolar.com
safritsolar@gmail.com
919-830-8190
@safritsolar